Abstract. The theoretical and experimental study of energy transfer in photosynthesis has revealed an interesting transport regime, which lies at the borderline between classical transport dynamics and quantum-mechanical interference effects. Dissipation is caused by the coupling of electronic degrees of freedom to vibrational modes and leads to a directional energy transfer from the antenna complex to the target reaction-center. The dissipative driving is robust and does not rely on finetuning of specific vibrational modes. For the parameter regime encountered in the biological systems new theoretical tools are required to directly compare theoretical results with experimental spectroscopy data. The calculations require to utilize massively parallel graphics processor units (GPUs) for efficient and exact computations.
INTRODUCTION
The interplay of coherent and dissipative dynamics is the main topic of this short review with a focus on modelling energy-transfer in a biological photosynthetic complex, often referred to as light-harvesting complex (LHC). While the study of photosynthesis has a long history, the experimental observations of long-lasting beatings in light-harvesting complexes at T = 277 K [1, 2, 3] sparked a debate about the origin and prevalence of quantum-mechanical effects in larger molecular networks in thermal environments. The key experiments are performed using 2d echo-spectroscopy, which yields a two-dimensional map in the frequency domain of the optically induced electronic excitations for various delay-times between the excitation and signal pulses. In the 2d echo-spectra, the off-diagonal cross-peaks show longlasting periodic oscillations which have been interpreted as signatures of electronic coherence [1] . Such a long-lasting oscillation had not been anticipated from previous experiments which were modeled within the perturbative Redfield equations. The Redfield equations reproduce the observed fast relaxation and thermalization of the systems within several picoseconds [4] , but do not predict oscillations at ambient temperature. Since 2007 many theoretical proposals have either challenged the interpretation of the experimental results by showing that within some calculations no electronic coherence prevails [5] or hypothesized that a few specific vibronic modes exert a dominant influence on the experimental data and the signal shows vibronic resonances rather than electronic coherence [6, 7, 8] , while theoretical calculations for the FMO complex with structured vibrational densities displayed only a very minor impact of added vibrational peaks [9] . Initiated and motivated by the experiments on light-harvesting complexes, the more general notion of "environmentally assisted transport" was used and it was conjectured that efficient transport through a network requires both, coherence and dissipation [10, 11] . The general interest is to understand transport through open quantum systems at high temperature and to learn lessons for artificial nanostructures which could serve to convert light to electricity and mimic parts of the photosynthetic process. Most experimental data is available for the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex, whose protein structure was determined in the 70ies. The FMO complex is one of the most primitive and smallest light-harvesting complexes and contains only 7-8 bacteriocholorphylls repeatedly arranged in a trimer [12, 13] . Optical absorption-, fluorescence-, and 2d-echo-spectra of the FMO complex are known and in combination with quantum-chemical calculations a basic understanding of the couplings between the bacteriochlorophylls exists and allows one to construct an effective Hamiltonian of the FMO complex. The absence of any "small parameter" in the couplings of the electronic Hamiltonian to the the thermally excited vibrations obliterates the use of perturbation expansions and makes calculations very demanding. In this contribution, we will review methods to compute and analyze 2d echo-spectra and discuss to what extent theory allows for quantum mechanical coherences at ambient temperatures in photosynthesis. The last section highlights the importance of the continuous vibrational mode distribution for efficient transfer and in particular shows that a specific tuning of vibrational modes to match resonantly electronic energy-differences does not play an important role for the energy flow through the FMO complex.
SETTING UP THE MODEL
The basic process of energy transfer in photosynthesis starts with the absorption of light by the antenna part of the system. The light induces an electronic excitation which is transferred through the FMO complex acting as an exciton wire from the antenna to the reaction center (see Fig. 1 ) [14] . The collection of light with a large antenna enables the green sulfur bacteria to live under low-light conditions (for instance in the soil or in the deep sea). In all experiments discussed here, the FMO complex has been isolated from the bacteria before spectroscopic investigation. The FMO complex is one of the few light-harvesting complexes which has been successfully crystallized, which is a prerequisite for determining an atomistic structure, now deposited in the protein data bank (entry 3ENI [13] ). Three subunits constitute the FMO trimer, each subunit consists of 7 or 8 bacteriochlorophylls (Fig. 1) , in the following referred to as "sites". The arrangement of the bacteriochlorophylls is held in place by a protein scaffold (not shown in the figures). The number of atoms in the FMO complex prohibits an ab-initio fully quantum mechanically simulation of the exciton transport at ambient temperatures. As a substitute mixed classical/quantum computations [15, 16] and methods based on charge-density coupling [17] are used to establish an effective model of the excitonic site energies ε m and the couplings between sites J mn , leading to a seven-site model of a FMO complex subunit [18] , table I, column (4) 
To include dissipation and decoherence in the model, a coupling of the exciton Hamiltonian H ex to vibrational degrees of freedom has to specified. This is done by adding harmonic oscillators
via a linear coupling of the displacement − ∑ i f mi x i to each site (including the counter term f 2 mi , see [19] )
The counter term shifts the site energies to ε m = ε 0 m + λ m , where λ m denotes the reorganization energy. If every site has the same reorganization energy, we can drop the subscript m and set λ m = λ . In the exciton model of light-harvesting complexes, the bath consists of the vibrational modes of the bacteriochlorophylls. The total Hamiltonian is written as a product of exciton-system and bath
where we introduced d mi in terms of f mi . To describe the dynamics governed by H we introduce the density matrix ρ of the system and bath, which evolves according to the Liouville-von Neumann equation
Depending on the experimental situation, different initial conditions for the density matrix ρ 0 = ρ(t = 0) are considered. The discussion is simplified by moving to the interaction picture (an operator O will be denoted byÕ in the interaction picture) by taking the first two terms of eq. (5) as reference frame. Within this frame the interaction between the exciton system and the bath denoted by H ex−bath drives the time-evolution. Then eq. (6) reads
or in integrated formρ
Inserting the last expression into the first form and tracing over the bath yields 
Initially we assume that the total density matrix is given as a product of the system density-matrixρ s times the bath in thermal equilibriumρ (0) =ρ s (0) ⊗ρ bath ,ρ bath = 1 Tr bath e −β H bath e −β H bath .
Redfield approach
Before we discuss exact methods to solve eq. (7) we outline commonly used perturbation expansions, which however fail for the parameter regime encountered in light-harvesting complexes. The direct comparison of exact methods with approximative ones shows in particular how electronic coherences are protected despite the presence of dissipation and decoherence. If we make assumption (i) that the total density matrix at time s can be written as a product of exciton-system and bath part at all timesρ(s) =ρ s (s) ⊗ρ bath (s). Then the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is best evaluated introducing the eigenvalues E N of H ex + H reorg
A m (t) = e iH ex t/h |m m|e
Inserting this expression into the commutator (9) results in a lengthy expression which can be after some rearrangements expressed as
where the bath-correlation function appears
If we take the bath stationary, the bath Hamiltonian commutes with the bath density matrix and the first rhs term of eq. (9) vanishes and in addition the bath correlation function simplifies to
Using the Bose-Einstein distribution n(ω, β ) = 1/(e βhω − 1) and the commutator rules for the bath operators results in the explicit form of the bath correlation function
We neglect correlations between vibrations at different sites and thus have c mn (t) = δ m,n c m,m (t) = c m (t) Upon introducing the spectral density J(ω) of the bath modes
the correlation function can be expressed as
The last expression generalizes the spectral density to a continuum distribution of vibrational bath modes, which arises in larger environments. It is also convenient to introduce the real and imaginary parts of the correlation function defined by 
. Spectral density models of the FMO complex. The circles denote the experimentally extracted J Wendling [20] , J DL is a single-peak Drude-Lorentz spectral density (25) with λ = 35 cm −1 , ν −1 = 50 fs. The marks on the horizontal frequency axis indicate the energy difference between two exciton eigenstates of the FMO complex, where the spectral density is evaluated within the Redfield approach. Parameters are given in Ref. [9] .
Under the assumption (ii) of a fast decay of the bath correlation time a time local form arises if we approximatẽ 
Using the known time-evolution (12) this expression can be integrated and leads to the Redfield equations. If one in addition applies the rotating wave approximation to the time-dependent terms one arrives at the secular Redfield equations.
Exact propagation with the hierarchical equations of motion
The hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) method was developed by Kubo and Tanimura to solve the timeevolution of the density matrix in an exact fashion without making the Born-Markov approximation or assuming a factorization of the total density matrix into separable system and bath density-matrices at all times. To obtain the hierarchy consisting of a system of coupled differential equations requires to take a Drude-Lorentz shape of the spectral density for the bath oscillators (an restriction which we will lift later). The Drude-Lorentz shape of spectral density is given by
an explicit evaluation of the bath correlation functions yields
The first expression is simplified for higher temperatures when the Matsubara frequencies µ k are larger than the decay constant ν, resulting in the requirementhνβ ≪ 1. Replacing the exponential decay of the Matsubara frequency with a δ (t) function and keeping only the largest contribution yields the high-temperature approximation of the correlation function [21] 
This form shows that the correlation functions have an exponential time-dependence, which Tanimura and Kubo exploited for a systematic expansion of the time-evolution equations in terms of hierarchically coupled equations. For a derivation we refer to [22, 21] . Here we quote the result for a generalized spectral density, which is given in terms of a superposition of shifted Drude-Lorentzian peaks [9, 23] 
Another possible decomposition is discussed in Ref. [24] . The time evolution of the reduced density operator reads
Here, we define operators
and
The index n of the auxiliary matrix σ n is defined as tuple n = (n 1,1,s , ..., n 1,M,s , ..., n N,1,s , ..., n N,M,s ) where n m,k,s ∈ N. The label m = 1, ..., N covers the number of sites, the label k = 1, ..., M covers the number of shifted Drude-Lorentz peaks and the label s = ± takes into account the sign of the frequency shift ±Ω k . We further define n 
Comparison with other computational methods
The parameters found in light-harvesting complexes mandate the use of exact propagation methods if one wants to study the role of quantum-mechanical coherences. The eigenenergy differences found in the FMO complex are about 70 − 500 cm −1 , the thermal energy is around 300 K×k B ≈ 200 cm −1 , and the reorganization energy λ ≈ 40 cm −1 . A perturbation expansion for small λ as done within the Redfield approach fails for these parameters, and methods developed for zero temperature (0 K) such as DMRG [7] are not computationally suitable for the biologically relevant finite temperature. Several exact methods are in principle available and have been tested on small systems. The main obstacle for their application to the interpretation of experimental data and the realistic modelling of excitonic energy transfer in light-harvesting systems is the required scalability to the relevant multi-site systems.
Hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM)
The hierarchical equations of motions provide important reference results for the dynamics in a regime of larger couplings [21] . The at first glance tremendous overhead imposed by the need to propagate a complete hierarchy of coupled auxiliary density matrices has been turned in a computational asset by working with massively parallel computer processors found in graphics processing units (GPU) [25, 23] . GPUs are multicore processors and have been applied to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [26] and to obtain the self-consistent electron flow through Hall-devices [27, 28] of several thousand interacting particles. For the case of HEOM the GPU algorithm (GPU-HEOM) allows one to assign one thread out of hundreds of threads launched simultaneously to each hierarchy element and to move the complete hierarchy forward in lock-step. Compared to deployments of the HEOM algorithm on large computer clusters [29, 30] , the GPU-HEOM method works on a single device and thus eliminates any network-traffic and synchronization overhead. The high performance of the GPU-HEOM code makes it the method of choice for computing 2d echo-spectra of the FMO complex [31, 9] . Further advantages of HEOM include:
• efficient implementation for parallel computers available (GPU-HEOM [25, 23] ) and conventional CPU clusters [30] • reliable convergence control by systematically increasing the truncation level [24] • extendable to time-dependent system Hamiltonian [32] • only non-perturbative method which has been used to compute 2d spectra of the FMO complex [29, 31, 9] • structured spectral densities via decomposition into shifted Drude-Lorentzian peaks [24, 9, 23] • biologically relevant temperature range requires low truncation level, only cryogenic temperatures (below 50 − 100 K) lead to large computer memory consumption • ready-to-run GPU-HEOM tool online available https://nanohub.org/tools/gpuheompop
The GPU-HEOM method has been directly compared with other approaches, such as the Trotter expansion of the path-integral and a sampling of trajectories with Monte-Carlo methods [33] .
OPTIMAL TRANSPORT
The seven site FMO complex is an important test case for studying energy-transfer through a network under the influence of a dissipative environment. It has been suggested that the efficiency of the transport from the antenna to the reaction center is enhanced by the thermal environment [11, 10] . We proceed to investigate the interplay between coherent transport (indicated by a superposition of the excitonic state over several sites and causing Rabi-type oscillations) with a relaxation process toward the thermal equilibrium. The formalism is based on the density-matrix description reviewed in the first section. The layout of the transport network, which is encoded in the Hamiltonian (1), and the strength of the coupling of the exciton system to the bath determine the transport efficiency. A schematic representation of the FMO network is given in Fig. 3 . The solid lines denote coupling elements between the seven sites which are arranged according to the site energies give in eq. (1). The initial excitation enters at site one or site six and travels through the FMO complex. On its way to the reaction center (RC), it either vanishes (loss channel, indicated by wiggly downward arrows) or reaches the excitation-trapping reaction-center via sites three and four (straight arrows). The energy-levels are predominantly arranged in a funnel structure, with the lowest-lying states spatially located close to the reaction center. This layout suggests that one important transport-mechanism is the relaxation toward the thermal equilibrium state with its higher occupation of energetically low-lying sites. The thermalization process is visible in the population dynamics, Fig. 4 , where we initialize the system density matrix at time t = 0 to a fully populated site 1 ρ(t = 0) = 1 |1 1| and the bath is in a thermal equilibrium state. Once the system thermalizes the final system density matrix at t → ∞ is approximately given by
where we ignore the entanglement of the system with the bath. For the seven-site FMO complex and a Drude-Lorentz spectral density (λ = 35 cm −1 , γ −1 = 50 fs) Fig. 4 shows the approach to the thermal state after several picoseconds.
To study the transfer-process in detail, we add the loss-channel and the reaction center to the system Hamiltonian [25] . One important figure of merit is the transfer time for an initial population at either site one or six to the reaction center given by [25] 
To see how the transfer times depends on the strength of the coupling of electronic and vibrational parts of the system, we scan through increasing values of the reorganization energy λ of a Drude-Lorentz spectral density and record the transfer time. Fig. 3 depicts the transfer time for different levels of approximation to the time-evolution of the density matrix. The exact ME-HEOM calculation reveals that a shortest transfer time around λ = 50 cm −1 exists, while the Redfield approach does not find the optimal minimum value (the generalized Bloch-Redfield approach can recover the optimal value [34] ). Fig. 5 displays the efficiency of the transport, given by the long-time limit of the population of the reaction center (RC)
as function of temperature and displacement of the site energies three and four. Detuning these two levels either further upwards or downwards from their unshifted positions diminishes the transport efficiency, since it is detuning sites 3 and 4 away from the rest of the system. While a shift toward lower energy in principle enhances the thermal population of sites 3 and 4 the detuning suppresses the excitation flow into the sites and results in a decreased efficiency.
FMO COMPLEX: COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
To assess how closely the theoretical models match the experimental data requires to compute the experimentally measured quantities. In particular the time-resolved 2d echo-spectra provide stringent tests for theoretical results since they allow one to track the exciton dynamics in detail and thus to monitor the time-evolution of the energy-transfer from a specific initial condition. The number of energy-levels which contribute to a two-dimensional spectrum scales as D = (N 2 sites + N sites )/2 + 1, which yields for a dimer D = 4, for a trimer already D = 7 and for a seven site model of the FMO complex D = 29. The larger size of the system significantly affects the excitation flow. This implies that results obtained for dimer models regarding long-lasting oscillations and coherences cannot be readily extrapolated to the FMO complex. Up to date, the hierarchical equations of motions method are the only method available for computing two-dimensional spectra of the FMO complex based on the Hamiltonian specified in eq. (5), without resorting to the Redfield approximation [35] . 
Representation of the light-matter interaction sequences (Liouville pathways) encountered in the third order response function S (3) (t, τ, T ). The upper panels show the rephasing pathways for ground-state bleaching (GB), stimulated emission (SE) and excited state absorption (ESA), the lower panels the corresponding non-rephasing ones. The numbers denote the number of excitations present in the bra and ket of the system density matrix. Time is proceeding upwards, the k vectors denote the direction of the light pulses. Under phase-matching conditions the final signal pulse is emitted in direction −k 1 + k 2 + k 3 for the rephasing signal and into +k 1 − k 2 + k 3 for the non-rephasing case.
Computation of two-dimensional spectra
Two-dimensional echo spectra are monitoring the third-order polarisation P (3) (t), which is given by the product of the commutator of the dipole operatorμ with the product of the electric field values E [36, 37]
where we introduce the 3rd order response function
The total incoming electric field is the superposition of three fields
Assuming δ shaped pulse envelopes with E 1 (t) = E 1 δ (t + T + τ), E 2 (t) = E 2 δ (t + τ), and E 3 (t) = E 3 δ (t) allows one to perform the t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 integrations. If in addition a strict time-ordering of the three pulses is maintained and we only consider frequency combinations with are near the excitonic energy differences (rotating wave approximation), only two products of the electric fields remain
The difference in k vectors signifies different signal directions k 4 = ∓k 1 ±k 2 +k 3 and makes a separate spatial detection possible (referred to as rephasing (RP) and non-rephasing (NR) respectively). If all pulses have the same frequency ω = ω 1 = ω 2 , which is often the case experimentally, the two terms simplify for r = 0 to
The 2d-echo spectra are determined by applying a Fourier transforms with respect to the first and last time-intervals. We multiply with e +itΩ to obtain the final expression for computing the amplitude of 2d echo-spectra
Thus the calculation is reduced to evaluating the 3rd order linear response function S (3) (t, τ, T ) given in terms of the dipole operator applied to the density matrix of the system at different times. The dipole operator is readily constructed in site basis, where the direction of the transition dipole moment at site k is denoted by d k . For a laser polarization along direction l this results in a dipole moment µ k = d k · l. The dipole operatorμ for creating an excitationμ + or de-excitationμ − of the system from a ground state |0 added as site 0 to the system then readŝ
Inserting this equation into the commutator and final product of the dipole operators eq. (37) (46), where by construction both spectral densities have the same value. Right panel: Relaxation of the diagonal element E 2 |ρ(t)|E 2 to the thermal state (upper non-oscillatory graphs) and damped oscillations of the off-diagonal coherence Re( E 1 |ρ(t)|E 2 ) at T = 277 K. While both spectral densities give very similar relaxation rates, the off-diagonal coherence is much prolonged for J SDL,420 due to its small slope toward ω → 0.
terms of Liouville pathways in Fig. 6 . In the diagrams, arrow pointing to the right (left) stands for an electric field amplitude of e −iωt+ikr (e +iωt−ikr ), and the vertical lines represent the bra and ket of the density matrix. An arrowhead ending in the left (=ket) vertical line signifies an excitation withμ + , while one pointing away stands for emitted light µ − (for the right (=bra) line, the reverse holds). This representation allows one to apply the GPU-HEOM method for the propagation of the density matrix to the calculation of 2d spectra. For instance the stimulated emission rephasing pathway is given by S
The ESA pathways results from multiple excitation events, which let two excitons simultaneously propagate in the system. This requires to extend the single-exciton Hamiltonian and the dipole operators to the two-exciton manifold, which are in first approximation given by the addition of the corresponding single-exciton energies and dipoles, see [38, 31] . For the seven-site FMO complex the addition of the ground-state and the two-exciton manifold requires to construct a 29 × 29-density matrix. The transition dipole moments d k in the FMO complex are approximately directed along two of the four nitrogen atoms (denoted by N B − N D ) in the Bacteriochlorophylls, with positions taken from the structure deposited in the protein data bank [13] . Opposed to the regular and periodic structure found in the crystallized FMO complex, the experimentally probed sample contains an ensemble of many complexes, where each one is affected by a slowly changing protein environment (the protein scaffold is not shown in Fig. 1 , it can be considered as quasi-stationary on the time-scale of the exciton propagation). This gives rise to set of different siteenergies found in a statistical ensemble of the FMO complex and is referred to as static disorder. In addition to the static disorder, the proteins are randomly oriented with respect to the laser fields, which requires to evaluate the rotational average as well. To this end we perform "10-shot" simulations, which approximate the full sphere by a icosahedron [31] . Both averages prolong computation times by roughly a factor 10 3 , since disorder ensembles encompass hundreds of computations, further multiplied by the rotational sampling. The last missing part for the evaluation of the 2d spectra is the specification of the spectral density J(ω) of the vibrational baths coupled to each site.
Comparison with experimental data
The two-dimensional spectra allow one to follow the exciton flow through the network by varying the second delay time T delay = τ between the pulses, while the Fourier transform over the first and last time-intervals are providing a two-dimensional frequency grid. The horizontal frequency axis (ω 1 = ω) corresponds to the excitation caused the first pulse, while the (ω 3 = Ω) axis displays the frequency of the emitted light after delay time T delay . On the (ω 1 , ω 3 )-grid amplitude-peaks are expected at the location of exciton eigenenergies along the diagonal and cross-peaks at the intersection of eigenstates E i and E j If during the delay time energy is dissipated from the electronic part of the system to the vibrational bath, the electronic amplitude will move from the diagonal axis (on which absorbed and emitted frequencies coincide) to the lower diagonal space. Such a relaxation as function of delay time has been observed by Brixner et al. [4] and provides an important experimental verification of energy-funneling in the FMO complex. On the theoretical side, this process is captured in 2d-spectra, shown in Fig. 7 for a simple J DL spectral density [31] . The longtime limit of the time-evolution of the density matrix approaches the thermal state (34), up to the small system-bath entanglement. In newer experiments, on top of the relaxation process, long-lasting oscillations are seen [1] , which are matching the excitonic energy differences [39] and are not affected by changing the vibrational density for example by replacing hydrodgen atoms with deuterium [40] . In a better controllable dimer system [41] , the known electronic frequencies of the constituents are reflected in a periodic oscillations of the 2d echo-spectra of the dimer with period matching the energy-differences. In experiments oscillations are visible for up to 2 ps at T = 77 K and still discernible at T = 277 K [42] . An initial hypothesis for the existence of long-lasting oscillations was the presence of long-lasting memory effects of the bath [21] . The effect of a slow decay of the bath correlation function has been seen in beatings of the computed population dynamics of the FMO complex for models with a single-peak Drude-Lorentz spectral density J DL (ω). Later computations of 2d-spectra showed that memory effects are causing oscillations, however at diagonal peak amplitudes and not at the experimentally determined cross-peaks [9] . The failure of the long-memory model is related to the choice of J DL (ω) as spectral density. As instructive example, we consider the following dimer
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and study the time evolution of the system density-matrix initialized to (i) the highest eigenstate ρ(t = 0) = |E 2 E 2 |, and (ii) to a superposition ρ(t = 0) = |E 1 E 2 |. The diagonal element approaches the thermal state exponentially with the relaxation time t relax
while the off-diagonal coherences oscillate and decay with a decoherence-time t decoh
Both decay rates are determined by the spectral-density, in particular the slope of J(ω) toward zero frequency and the value of J(ω) at the eigenenergy difference E 2 − E 1 = 250 cm −1 . The spectral densities J DL,0 is identical to the 
FIGURE 11. (a) upper panels: time-dependent peak amplitude of the rephasing stimulated-emission pathway at different crosspeak locations in the 2d-echo spectra calculated for the spectral density J 3peaks at temperature T = 150 K, no disorder average. Lower panels: time-evolution of the corresponding coherences, demonstrating good agreement with the decoherence rates found in stimulated-emission 2d-spectra. (b) comparison with a single-peak Drude-Lorentz spectral density, which damps coherences on a much faster time-scale. Adapted from the supplementary information of Ref. [9] .
unshifted Drude-Lorentz one in eq. (25) , while J SDL,420 is given by eq. (29) with the shift Ω = 420 cm −1 . Both spectral densities have the same value at the eigenenergy difference 250 cm −1 , marked by the arrow in the left panel of Fig. 8 , and the same reorganization energy λ = 35 cm −1 and bath-correlation time ν −1 = 50 fs. For a weak system-bath coupling, analytical estimates based on the spin Boson model are possible [43] and show that the value of the spectral density at the eigenenergy difference J(E 2 − E 1 ) is responsible for the relaxation toward the thermal state of the diagonal element of the density matrix. Since we have constructed a case where J DL,0 (E 2 − E 1 ) = J SDL,420 (E 2 − E 1 ), we find close agreement of the relaxation times t relax shown in the right panel of Fig. 8, upper (non-oscillatory) lines. The decoherence rate is partly tied to the relaxation rate, but in addition strongly depends on the slope of the spectral density at zero frequency J ′ (ω = 0) which sets the pure-dephasing rate. The slope is largely reduced for J SDL,420 due to the shift Ω = 420 cm −1 and leads to much longer-lived coherences (lower oscillatory graphs in the right panel of Fig. 8 ). The dimer example demonstrates the important influence of the slope of the spectral density toward zero frequency. A very similar analysis and conclusion holds for the seven-size FMO complex shown in Fig. 9 for the unshifted Drude-Lorentz spectral density and for J 3peaks , which follows the smooth part of the experimentally measured spectral density J Wendling (Fig. 2) . The lower panels in Fig. 9 depict the approach to the thermal equilibrium and show a similar relaxation rate for the three spectral densities considered. The prolonged off-diagonal coherence lifetime of J 3peaks compared to J DL (middle panels) is caused by the smaller slope of J 3peaks for ω → 0. Therefore we identify the small slope condition of the spectral density as important prerequisite for long-lasting coherences. For the efficiency of the transport it is also important that the system evolves fast toward the thermal state, which is the case for all spectral densities (Fig. 9 , lower panels). Next, we turn to the analysis of calculated 2d-echo spectra for the spectral densities J 3peaks , see Fig. 10 . The panels depict the summed contributions of the rephasing and non-rephasing parts including ground-state bleaching and stimulated emission pathways at various delay-times, but not excited state absorption. The inclusion of static disorder changes the 2d-spectrum considerably compared to the non-disorder case (upper left panel) and brings the theoretical result closer to the experimental data [42] , Fig. 1 . The theoretical calculation displays narrower peaks and differs from the results obtained for a single-peak Drude Lorentz spectral density, shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 10 the markers at the right and upper frequency axis denote the location of the exciton eigenenergies and allow to record the amplitude at specific cross-peaks as function of delay time [9] . In contrast to the Drude-Lorentz case, the cross-peaks do undergo longer-lasting coherent oscillations.
In the theoretically calculated stimulated-emission [SE] pathways of 2d echo-spectra, the relaxation of diagonal peak amplitudes toward lower-lying eigenstates and periodic oscillations at off-diagonal peaks are visible on time-scales matching the simpler analysis of the coherences (Fig. 11) . Upon inclusion of all simultaneously observed pathways by adding exited state absorption [ESA] and ground-state bleaching [GB], the picture becomes more complicated, since the ESA pathways oscillates with a phase-shift by π relative to the SE contribution, leading to a reduction of the oscillatory component. In addition the GB pathway for a structured spectral density with narrow peaks in the vibrational spectral density contributes an oscillatory component with vibrational rather than electronic frequencies to the 2d-echo spectra [44, 45] . The ESA pathway describes the simultaneous propagation of two excitons in the system, while the ground-state bleach case induces no population within the system during the delay time τ (Fig. 6 ). Both pathways are not relevant for the transport of single excitons from the antenna to the reaction center, and thus the direct mapping of decoherence time-scales found in 2d-spectra to transport requires a careful assessment.
Network flow
The transfer time, eq (35), provides a global characterization of the overall transport process, but does not reveal in detail which routes through the network are most used. Guiding experimentalists in the fabrication process of new devices requires to unveil design principles and strategies for optimizing parts of the network. To this end, we discuss how the shape of spectral density selects specific pathways for the energy flow toward the trapping target site. In the FMO complex the two possible initial sites (site 1 and site 6) are coupled to two dominant transport pathways (see Fig. 3 ). The first pathway involves site 1 and site 2 to transfer energy to site 3 which is coupled to the reaction center. The second pathway follows sites 6, 5, 7, and 4 before reaching site 3 and then the reaction center. Formulated in terms of an optimization problem, we need to find a Hamiltonian and couplings to the environment which make the transfer most efficient. In particular two criteria need to be fulfilled: (i) the energy needs to find the shortest way to the reaction center. Any random detours through the network need to be avoided since they incur losses. (ii) the two pathways should be of similar efficiency to account for the redundancy. Both criteria are met by aligning the energy levels from the initial sites to the reaction center in the form of an energy funnel. The downhill transfer is then assisted by the dissipative environment and constitutes the most dominant effect for efficient energy transfer in the FMO complex. Since the coupling to the environment plays such an important role we expect that the shape of the spectral density, which parametrizes this coupling, has a significant impact on optimizing transport properties.
To show this, we analyze the flux through the FMO complex for various spectral densities. Following [46] , the quantum mechanical flux from site m to site n is defined as 
The flux is normalized according to to determine the relative contribution of the individual pathways to the total transport through the network. Figure 12 shows the dominant pathways of energy flow in the FMO complex at T = 300 K for J 3peaks , J 11peaks , and J DL for different reorganization energy λ and bath correlation time ν. The initial population is located at site 6 and we neglect the small amount of energy losses due to recombination. The trapping rate is set to Γ 3→RC = 1 ps for the coupling of the reaction center to site 3 of the FMO complex.
The spectral densities J 3peaks and J 11peaks show a very similar flux distribution, which directs the flow efficiently along the direct routes. For J {3,11}peaks 67% of the total flux proceeds along sites 6,5 and 4 and 3 to the reaction center, while 22% reaches the target through sites 6, 7, 4 and 3. For J DL the situation is different. Although the main contributions go along the shortest pathways, significant parts are diverted to sites 1 and 2 before the energy reaches site 3 and the reaction center. This less-efficient distribution holds for a large range of coupling strengths. For almost vanishing dissipation (c), the excitation explores the complete network rather than being directed to the reaction center.
The striking similarity of the flow patterns of J {3,11}peaks shows that the energy transfer is not affected by added peaks at the excitonic eigenenergy differences. This finding is in contrast to speculations in the literature which single out those vibronic modes as fundamental design principle.
SUMMARY OF DESIGN LESSONS FROM NATURE: FINE-TUNING IS FUTILE
The experimentally derived spectral density J Wendling in Fig. 2 shows additional narrow-peaks, which are mostly contained in the parametrization J 11peaks . To investigate wether these peaks play an important role for long-lasting oscillations requires to analyze the exciton-coherence for J 11peaks and to compare it to the less peaked spectral density J 3peaks . The result in Fig. 13 shows that the added narrow peaks of J 11peaks have only a minor impact (≪ 0.01) on the amplitude of the coherences. In 2d-spectra this small influence can be magnified due to the different sensitivity of the pathways on the vibrational bath. For instance, ground-state bleach does not reflect any coherences in the system, but is sensitive to the spectral bath modes. In experiments, the different pathways are measured simultaneously, while in theoretical calculation a separate analysis is possible and reveals the different time-scales and frequencies involved in vibrational beatings compared to electronic coherences [45] . To investigate how the transport efficiency is affected by the presence of additional peaks on top of the background spectral density, we compare in Fig. 14 the transfer time through the FMO complex with an added vibrational peak shifted through resonances with the electronic eigenenergy differences. The fine-tuning of the additional peak with respect to electronic eigenenergy differences does not result in a faster transfer time. The underlying design principle for efficient transport is already realized with J 3peaks in a robust fashion and does not rely on specifically added resonant peaks, which would require to match vibrational frequencies to specific disorder realization. This conclusion is also supported by the network flow analysis comparing J 3peaks vs J 11peaks , which shows negligible effects of resonant vibrational modes on the flow pattern through the network.
